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MXL Breaks the Rules With Innovative New DX-2
Variable Dynamic Instrument Microphone
The new MXL DX-2® Variable Dynamic Instrument Microphone allows limitless customization of
tone and pickup with innovative design for optimal microphone performance and placement.
ANAHEIM, CA – MXL Microphones announces the new MXL DX-2® Dual Capsule Variable
Dynamic Instrument Microphone, featuring unique flat-faced design and signature variable
control knob for blending tone between with two distinctly different capsules.

The MXL DX-2® is the first dual capsule dynamic microphone that allows you to tailor the
sound from one capsule to the other and all points in between, so that you can easily customize
your sound. The front of the microphone is a flat-faced, side-address design which places the
microphone capsules close to the sound for optimal pickup, while the opposite side has the
crossfade knob, making adjustments a breeze. Capsule 1's super cardioid large capsule design
captures the warmth and fullness of your instrument while Capsule 2's cardioid small capsule
offers superb mid range and high end detail.
“The DX-2 is the first mic of it's kind that allows the performer or engineer to sweep
through two distinctly different dynamic cartridges with distinctly different tones in real time”,

states Scott Krueckeberg, Designer and MXL Division Manager, “recording or playing live, set it to
your preferred blend or adjust it on the fly, without any noise or significant phase cancellation”.
The MXL DX-2®'s flat-face design also allows for optimal placement directly on guitar
cabinets with a higher SPL tolerance for horns and drums. Sturdy all-metal body construction for
enhanced durability to withstand extended on-stage use and internal MOGAMI® wiring for
unmatched clarity. This unique body style represents a step forward for MXL microphone designs
and will sets the standard for future MXL innovation.
The MXL DX-2® will be on display at the NAMM Show in Anaheim, California, Hall A,
Booth #6700. For more information, visit www.mxlmics.com or contact sales@mxlmics.com.
###
About MXL:
MXL is a leading manufacturer of consumer and professional audio products for the music
recording, broadcast, post, production, and live sound markets. MXL is a division of Marshall
Electronics, headquartered in El Segundo, CA. Additional information on all MXL microphones
can be found at www.mxlmics.com.

